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Abstract. The exact a.s. behavior of any linear functional Z„ • a of a

supercritical positively regular p-type (1 < p < oo) Galton-Watson process

{Z„} is found under a second moment hypothesis. The main new results are

of iterated logarithm type, with normalizing constants depending on the

decomposition of a according to the Jordan canonical form of the offspring

mean matrix.

1. Introduction. Consider a ^-dimensional Galton-Watson process [Zn]

= {Zn(l) • ' • Zn(p)}. We introduce as briefly as possible the basic parameters

and refer to Athreya and Ney [6, Chapter V] for additional background

material. Let 5„ be the set of individuals of the nth generation and, whenever

k G Sn, let Uk be the offspring vector produced by k so that

Z„+1=   2   Uk,       n = 0,1,2,....
ke%

Specific assumptions on $0 are usually not relevant, but, whenever needed, we

let P', £', Var', etc., refer to the case where 50 consists of one individual of

type i. Letting g„+1 = o(Uk;k G im;m < n) we see that Z„+, is g„+1-

measurable and the basic branching property states that, for fixed n, the Uk,

k G í„, are independent conditioned upon gn with

P(UkEA\^n) = P'(ZxEA),       ACN",

i = i(k) being the type of k. Define mtJ = E'Zx(j), assume M = (m¡J) to be

positively regular in the usual sense and let p be the Frobenius-Perron root of

M with associated left and right eigenvectors v, u. We consider throughout

the supercritical case p > 1, and defining

a ■ b = a(l)ô(l) + • • • + a(p)b(p),       \a\ = |a(l)| + • • • + \a(p)\,
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234 S0REN ASMUSSEN

for /»-vectors a, b, we normalize by v • u = 1, \v\ = 1. Since E(Zn+x |gn)

= ZnM, the relation Mu = pu implies that {VfQ = {p~nZn • u) is a nonnega-

tive martingale. Defining IF = limn W¿, it is well known thati1)

(1.1) limp""^ - Wv

and that {W > 0} coincides with the set {Zn ^ 0 for all n) of nonextinction

under mild moment conditions. In fact, our basic assumption

(1.2) E'lZifKao,       i = l,...,p,

is more than sufficient for this.

The problem with which we are concerned is this. Given any /> vector a such

that v • a = 0, we want to describe the asymptotic behavior of the linear

functional Z„ • a in a manner more precise than the estimate Zn • a = o(p")

provided by (1.1). In order to indicate the results of the literature (Kesten and

Stigum [12]; Athreya [3], [4], [5]) and state our own, we must introduce the

Jordan canonical form of M. We have here given a set of (possibly complex)

vectors « •; v = I,...,?,j — I,...,j(v) and to each v an eigenvalue p„,

such that

(1.3) MuVtX = pvuv,,   MuyJ = uvj_x + pvuyj,      7 = 2,... ,](v).

Furthermore, each (complex) vector a has a unique expansion in the u  -,

(1.4) a - S   2 </E«K/>

and the asymptotic behavior of Mra follows then from

(1.5) ^^I^Í'-íK-
The known results on the limiting behavior of Zn • a (a real) are in terms of

X = X(a) = sup{|p,|: u*j[a] ¥= 0 for somey},

y = y(a) = supfj: u*j[a] ¥= 0 for some v with \py\ = X(a)}.

If X > p, one can exhibit a sequence {Hn} of r.v. such that

(1.6) Hm {a-"«-(7-1)Z„ • a -Hn} = 0.

If X < p, it is easily seen that a2 given by

(') All relations between random variables (r.v.) are understood to hold almost surely.
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,      ,.    v • Var Z„ • a     „.3
o-2 = hm-       "        ifX2 = p,

n      pnn¿y »

(1.7)
o2 = limV-VarnZ"-a   ifX2<P

n p

exists and that, except for special cases where a2 = 0, 0<a2<oo. Then it is

known that

(L8)      ^Kt/z'.l?2*^'*0)'*™ifx2<p'

Here, as usual, <è(y) = (2v)~1/2Jy_aoe\p( — z2/2)dz. The normalizing con-

stant Z„ • u behaves, of course, like p"W.

In (1.6), the explicit expressions for the Hn show that limji/j < co always,

and it can also be seen that, except for special cases, lim„|//„| i= 0. Thus the

question of a.s. behavior is essentially settled by (1.6) if A2 > p, while the

information provided by (1.8), (1.9) is much more limited. The complete

answer is here provided by our main result:

Theorem 1. Suppose X2 < p, o2 > 0 and let

(2o2Zn-ulognf2 ifX2<p,

(2o2Zn ■ u n2*-'log log n)X/2     ifX2 = p.
C,n

Then on {W > 0},

lE^Lf-l,   lim%^ = -l.

As will be seen, not only are the normalizing constants not the same when

X2 < p and X2 — p, but the proofs are also entirely different. The case X2 = p

is, as in the proofs of the central limit theorems in the literature, the more

complicated. In the case X2 < p Theorem 1 is derived with relative ease from

Proposition 1. Let Y = Y(Z0,ZX,...) be some functional of the process

such that ElY — 0, / = 1, ... ,p, 0 < o2 = v • Var Y < co, and let Yk be the

corresponding functional of the line of descent initiated by k E in. Then on

{W>0},

lim  ( 2   Yk/c„)< 1
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where Cn = (2a Zn • u log n)    , with the inequality replaced by equality if Y is

^-measurable for some r <C oo.

This result has other applications as well. For example, Heyde's iterated

logarithm law for the one-type Galton-Watson process [10] and, more

generally, results on the rate of convergence in (1.6) can easily be derived. We

discuss this in more detail in §4, where some further generalizations are also

studied, namely to continuous time and more general processes, like branching

diffusions. Also some a.s. limit statements along the lines of the author [1] are

given for infinite variance.

2. Proofs of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, X < p. In order to avoid making

trivial exceptions on the set of extinction, we assume from now on that

P(W"> 0) = 1. Also, the proofs of the lim and the hm parts of the results are

always similar and we treat only lim . In contrast, the proofs of lim < 1 and

lim > 1 are certainly not the same. The proof of Proposition 1 is based upon

normal approximations and the elementary

Lemma 1. Let {Tn} be a sequence of random variables such that

(2.1) 2 A„ < co,
71 = 0

where A„ = sup_x<y<J P(Tn < y\%n) - $(y)|. Then

(2-2> ^^¡P<u

with the inequality replaced by equality if Tn is ^n+r-measurable for some r < oo.

Proof. It is well known that 1 - $(y) ^(27r)_1/2exp(-y2/2)/.y as y ->

oo (2). Therefore for y > 1,

2^ P(T„ >(2y log«)1/2|gn) < 2   {l - 4>((2ylog«)1/2) + A„}

+ A„   <co,

n=0 n=0

1

ny(\ogn)x/2

and the conditional Borel-Cantelli lemma gives lim Tn/(2 log n)1//2 < y1/2.

The fact that one need not require Tn to be gn+1-measurable is not in most

standard textbooks and we refer to Meyer [15, p. 9]. As y -» 1, (2.2) follows.

In the same way we get for y < 1,

(2) c^ means throughout that the ratio is one in the limit.
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2 P(Tn > (2y log«),/2|S„) >  2 O - *((2y log«)1/2) - A„}
n=0 n=0

=   2   (OÍ-—¡75) - A„) =  00.
n=0 I    V„?(log«)1/2/ J

If Tn is 2rn+r-measurable, this implies limn3¡;/(2 log«)'   > yx'2. For this, it

suffices to refer to the standard version of the conditional Borel-Cantelli

lemma (Neveu [16, p. 151]). Now let y -» 1.   D

Proof of Proposition 1. Define!3)

n=¥d^l<P"/2).       Yk=Y'k-EY'k,

Sn =   2   \,   t2 = Var(Sn|3„),    Tn = Sjrn.
kei„

By a standard moment inequality,

£|7,|3 < E\Ytf + 1E\YÏ\(E\YÏ\)2+ lE^EY? + (E\Y¿\)3

< 8£|r;|3 = 8 fP"/2y3 dFi(k\y),
Jo

where i(k) is the type of k and F'(y) = P'(\Y\ < y). Letting C be the Berry-

Esseen constant, we get

,p»/2

A„<8Ct„-32 Zn(i)f     /dF'(y).
i=\ Jo

It is readily checked that

(2.3) iirn^L_=i.

Therefore r~3Zn(i) = 0(p~n/2), and (2.1) follows from

2 p-n/2Lpn/2y3dFiW = Cy'2p~"/2i(y<pn/2)dF'(y)
n=0 J0 J0

= ¡^/0(y~x)dFi(y) = f™ 0(y2)dFi(y) < oo.

Thus (2.2) holds and it only remains to prove

hni( 2   Yk/cn)=m-L,
_ » W   V   V       «   (2 log«)7

(3) £y¿ etc. is a convenient notation, but strictly speaking we mean E(Y'k\i$n).
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Recalling (2.3) and the explicit definitions of Y'k, Yk, Tn,it suffices that

2    { Yk - Y'k } = ö(p"/2(log n)x'2),     2   EY'k = o(p"/2(logn)X/2)
keS„ *eä„

or, appealing to Kronecker's lemma, that

2 p-"/2(log«r,/2 2 |r,-nl<oo,
n=0 k&in

(2.4)
2 p-"/2(log«)-1/2  2   \EY'k\ < oo.

n=0 k£%

Noting that \Zn(i)\ = 0(p") and that

\EY'k\ = \E(Y'k - Yk)\ <E\Y'k- Yk\ = E\Yk\l(\Yk\ > p"'2)

p'

it suffices for both assertions of (2.4) that

2 p-'"/2(log«)-1/2P''/00
n=0 JP

(for the first, take the mean). And (2.5) certainly holds since even

2 Pn/2J
n=0 JP

(2.5)       2 p-"/2(log«)-1/2P" ("ydF'ti) < oo,      i = 1.p
„=n Jo'

2 Pn/2J^2ydF'(y) = /0   y 2 p"/2/(^ > p"/2)^'(y)

= /o000(72)^''(7)<oo.   D

Theorem 1 is easily derived from Proposition 1, once we have shown

Lemma 2. Define Ar — sup^JZ^+j • Mra\/CN+X. Then Ar < oo. More pre-

cisely, Ar = 0(Kry   ) as r -> oo.

Proof. Let bx,..., bs be the set of all vectors of the form b¡ = RewyJ- or

b¡ = Im uvj with |p„| < X,j < y. Writing (1.4), (1.5) in real form, we have an

expansion Mra = a[bx + • • - + arsbs, where ar = \a[\ + • • • + \ars\ satisfies

ar = 0(Xry~ )   as r -* oo,   in particular,

(2.6) oo   „n+r

In the definition of Ar, we can replace CN+, with

C„+1 = (p"+1l0g(JV-r-l))1/2,
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since supNcN+x/CN+x < oo. We use the expansion

(2.7)

Z„+. • Mra = Z0 • MN+r+xa + 2 [Zn+l • Jf"+,-"û - Z„ • M^"^1«}.
n=0

Define  B¡ = sup„|Z„+1 • bi,- Zn • Mb¡\/c„.  Then  B¡ < oo,  trivially  if v

• Var'Zj • b¡ = 0, and otherwise by Proposition 1 with

Y=Zx-bi-Z0-Mbi,     2   Yk = Zn+l-bi-Zn-Mbi.
kein

Thus also B = max{5,,... ,BS} < oo and inserting in (2.7) yields

fettig5±^ï+,f «~V*„
CAT+1 ciV+l n-0

^+1     / „to    P"/2

(2.6) completes the proof.   D

Proof of Theorem 1, a2 < p. Define a2 = v • Var'Zr • a/pr,

Zn+r-a-Zn-Mra _(    p'Zn-u\ogn    \'/2

Pn*     (2/a2Z„.«logn)1/2'   V      Un+r • « log(« + r) ̂     '

Then for fixed r, lim„y„ r = 1 and, applying Proposition 1 in a similar manner

as in the proof of Lemma 2, lim,,/?„_,. = 1. Now

Zn+r - a/Cn+r < (or/o)ynJn, + P~r/2Aryn,,

hm -^A < a/a + p~r,2Ar -> 1 + 0   as r -* oo.

Um > 1 is similar from

zn+r ' <*/Cn+r > (°r/o)yn,ßn<r - p^A,^.   D

3. Proof of Theorem 1, X = p. The first step is to show

Lemma 3. For any sequence {t(i)) such that lim(f(/)/#' = 1, 1 < 9 < oo, we

have

_Z,tj\ - a
(3.1) lim -p-— < 1,
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(3,) B^ — ^O-^^S/.-lp.
i C,(,) V        9 I

The proof is, as in §2, based upon normal approximations and Lemma 1.

To estimate the remainder term in the central limit theorem (1.9), we fix N,

rewrite the expansion (2.7) (with r = 0) of ZN+X • a in a sum of martingale

increments as

N
(3.3)       ZN+x-a = Z0-MN+xa+ 2   ^  (Uk - EUk) • MN~n a,

n=0 keS„

and apply the central limit theory for martingales to the martingale (3.3)

indexed by the total set of particles k rather than the one indexed by the

generation number n as in (2.7). We remark in this connection that this

approach leads to proofs of (1.9) which seem more striaghtforward than

those of the literature, but we shall not give the details here.

Whenever pv, p are complex conjugates, pv = p^, we can assume uvj

— ü j,j = I, ... ,J(v) = J(p). Define °\T. as the complex span of the uyj- with

|pj2 = p, £■ as the real span of the Reu^j, lmuVj for the same v and let

«V= <V¡ + . • • + °Vy, £ = £, + • • • + £y. Clearly, £,- = ^ n R' and X(b)2
= p, y(b) = j when b E £■. From §2, we can, without loss of generality,

assume u*j[a] = 0 when |p„| < p, i.e. a G £. Since M is one-one on %

M~r: "V-> "Vexists for each r = 0, 1, 2, ... and clearly A/-^ = £. One can

check that (1.5) remains valid for r = — 1, -2, ... and |pj = p and one

easily gets

Lemma 4. There exist brj G £,-,/ = 1, ..., y, r = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., such that

Mra = pr/2 2 \r\y~jbr,,       r = 0, ±1, ±2, ....
;=i J

Furthermore, for eachj, {bnJ} is relatively compact.

Combining with (1.7), we have

Lemma 5. As n, r, -* oo,

\E'Zn- Mra\ = 0(p{-n+r^2(nrTX),
i = I,..., p.

VafZn-Mra = 0(pn+r n2y~x r2y~2),

To obtain the estimate corresponding to (2.1), we use a classical result of

Levy [14, p. 243]. [14] does not apply directly to (3.1); some modifications are

needed. We let rn = \Z0\ + ••• + \Zn\ and assume the wth generation repre-
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sented as the k E N such that rn_x < k < t„ . This inequality is always

assumed valid whenever k and n vary together. For (3.2), let n(i) = t(i - 1),

while for (3.1) we choose n(i) such that, defining A(/) = t(i) - n(i), we have

n(i) °°     Kin • Mma\2
(3.4) a(01 oo,   lim |j = 0,    2 E   ffi^,    < -o.

This is possible by Lemma 5. Further, suppose we have defined on our

probability space r.v. Bki, which are mutually independent and independent

of the branching process', with P(Bki = 1) = P(Bk¡i = -1) = 2 and let

Ük = UkI(\Uk\ < p»'2),       Dt = (o2%{i)p^t(i)2^f2,

Y        \(Ük- EÜk) ■ M'V-^a/D,      k(i) = Ta(/) + 1< k < t/(/),

k,i    (VA- *>t/(/).

% = o(Uj,j < A:),       X,,=    |   Yjp     s2Ki=   &   E(Y*\®j_x).
7-4(0 /=&(')

Lemma 6.

Eii^g--KZ""-'-Z'"'-</"".

'■   (21og/),/2       '• Ct<!)

Proof. Let Vk=Uk-EUk- (Ük - EÜk). Clearly, D,(2 logif2 =* C,(/)
so that it suffices to show

Tf   K ■ M'(')-»-'a   = a^KO^'logO172),
fc«4(/)

which by Lemma 4 is weaker than

|   pW0-«-0/2(/(/) _ B _ iri^ = ^(O^fr-iy^

2   p-"/2l^l = ^(/),/2).
*-i(0

But by the last argument in the proof of Proposition 1, even 2o° P~"/2\Vk\
< oo.   D

We next need some elementary facts concerning second moments. Define
for n, m = 0, 1, 2, ...,
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cn = p-n'2n-^-x)Mna,   o2n(i) = YafZx ■ cn,   52 = v • a2,

a„y/)= VariZ1.c„/(|Z1|<p'»/2).

Then {c,,}, {o-2(i')}, etc- are relatively compact and one easily checks

(3.5) imwp|p-*Z„.<¿„-W¿|-a

(3.6) a2 = P",^(J0»2y"24)/(^+ D2""'   (cf. (1.7), (2.7)),

C = ^ 0<U-"-x(t(i) - n - lf-2Zn • o%yn_u/D2

using (3.6) for the last estimate in (3.7) and (3.5) for the preceding one.

Inspection of the bounds on the Yki (i fixed) and reference to [14] yields

Lemma 7. Let 0 < k < oo and define k(i) = inf{A: > ¿(i): i2,,- > k2}- TAen

/or Û/7.V,

\P(X-*(i)>i < y^a{i)) - Hy)\< 6ex/\

whereX-*^ = %;)-¡U + ciYl(i),if°rsome ®k([i)_x-measurablec,, 0 < c,. < 1,

ef = D/(k Wu¡\t(i ))    for some constant D. In particular, 2 h   < oo.

Proof of (3.1). Let 5 > k > 1. Then

< 2 2 P(Xr: > 8(2 logif2,k(i) > rt{i),

%)+v + ■ ■ • + %(/)-m + ciBmj > %o)

< 2 JS P(Aj?(/)(j > 0(2 log/),/2|Sfl(/)) < oo,

where the last inequality is similar to the proof of Lemma 1, replacing (2.1) by

Lemma 7. Since k2 > 1 and (3.4) and (3.7) ensure k(i) > rt/f\ eventually, it

follows that

îîm       T'(0'L <o\
'   (2 log/) 1/2
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As 5 1 1, (3.1) follows from Lemma 6 and (3.4).   □

Proof of (3.2). Here n(i) = t(i - 1) and thus the r.h.s. of (3.7)_~

(1 - 9~l)2l/-1. Taking 0 < k2 < (1 - 0-1)2*-' will thus ensure ti(¡_X) < k(i)

< t/(/) eventually. Let

Ak4 - *«v - %)2i%) = mttf - £,1%).

Ti(M)<*<T/(/)

In the same way as in (3.7) one can check that Aki = 0(1), and it follows that

11111 .  /» —    11111 lilCl/V

(3.8)      '   (2 log/)7 '   T/(.-o<A:<T'(0 (21og i)'

> lirK   _^>^T = imT   ..#<*_
(21og/)1/2        i     (21og/)1/2

(the last inequality as in §2 from Lemma 7). By the martingale version of the

Kolmogorov-Levy inequality (see, e.g., pp. 286-287 of Stout [17]),

! 'Ô5 > ' - ■*») " î I. '(^ > ' - *»)
= oo,

_2
r(21og/)1/2
hm-^T7T> k-e.

Here we have used the conditional Borel-Cantelli lemma both ways and (3.8).

Now let e i 0, k2 T (1 - 9~x)2y~1 and use Lemma 6.   D

Lemma 8. Letj = 1,..., y and let {t(i)} be as in Lemma 3. Suppose B Q £.

is relatively compact and define

(b) = lim —^A— ,   4, = (2 sup o2(6)Z„ • « n2j ' log log«)

77i<?« lim^up^jlZ^,) • è|/D/(l) < 1.

Proof. Choose bx, ..., bm E t} as a basis for £. and, to a given e > 0, AT

and b\... ,bN E B such that to any 0 G 5 there exist í(¿>) and cr(b) such

that 0 = bs{b) + 2f c,(6) br, I\cr(b)\ < e. Then the hm is bounded by
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Bm(    max   |Z/(/) • bs\ + e    max    |Z/(/) • br\) /Dt{f)
1    \s=l,...,N r=\,...,m //

which cannot exceed 1 + e max{a(6,),...,o(bm)}/supbeBo(b) by (3.1).   D

Lemma 9. Let a, y = y(a), a2 = o2(a), [t(i)} be as in Lemma 3 and let, for

each i, R(i) be a subset of integers. Then

_ \Zt(iyMra\ y-1
(3.9) lim  sup  -%j-- < 1 + 2 WjpTJ,

'    reR(i)     pr,2Ct{i) 7=1   J

where w2 = supra2(brj)/o2 < oo, u = hn^-sup^^H/rf/).

Proof. Expanding Mra as in Lemma 4, the r.h.s. of (3.9) is bounded by

X- /M\y-J Zt(i)-brJ     _Y / |r| Y
2 urn sup ( ~ )

/'=1    /    reR(i)\t(l)/J-\   i   reR(i)\t(i)/     (2o2Wp'{i)t(i)2J~lloglogt(i))X/2,

and appealing to Lemma 8, we need only remark that o (b )
= o2(p~r/2Mra) = a2(a) = a2, using (3.6).    D

We can now finally complete the

Proof of Theorem 1, X2 = p. lim> lis easily derived from (3.2) and

Lemma 9 with R (i) = [A(i + 1)}. Remarking that

Qo-^-'V^c,,,-»,     p = 9-\,
we get

•r^ Z„ • a     _ Z,(/) • a
hm -^r— > hm —-

"      cn '      Ct(¡)

t       1o-1 r-^(i+!> -»'i-
Let 9 Î oo.

For lim < 1, it remains to bound the Zn • a with /(/ — 1) < n < /(/). We

approximate Zn • a by Z,yy M"~,Xf'a. More precisely, a straightforward

modification of the argument on pp. 286-287 of [17] yields the inequality

P(M"¡ > e)< 2P(M'¡ > e), where

Z,™ • MTa
R(i) - {0,-1,..., /(/ - 1) - t(i)},   M\ =   sup     y ,

rem  pr/2pt(,}/2

\    Pn/2

Letting E, = (2a2r^(l_1)/(/)2l'"1log/)1/2, it follows that

g„ ,   M" =       max
'     í(/-ÍK»</(,)

Z"'fl _ r2/l )'/2
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_M".      _M'- Y-l     /       l \r-J
lim -g-* < lip -j± < 1 + 2 Wj\\ - £ J     ,

the r.h. inequality by Lemma 9 and the l.h. by the argument used in the proof

of (3.2). By Lemma 5, one can prove that limnAxJ2/E¡ = 0 (t(i - 1) < n

< t(i)). Thus

ïH^O^IÏm"      max      ^
"     C„ i   í(/-l)<»<r(<) p"'2E¡

-^r^<^(.+|»,Hf) ■
Let 011.   D

4. Generalizations. We first consider the case of continuous time. Instead of

the offspring mean matrix M and its iterates, we have a semigroup [Mt}t>0

with infinitesimal generator A, Mt = eAt. The Jordan canonical form is most

naturally expressed in terms of A, but, for simplicity, we define it as earlier

relative to Mx. We shall, however, need the fact that the eigenvalues of Mt are

of the form eat, with a an eigenvalue of A. Since eat # 0, Mt is thus one-one.

Theorem 2. Replacing n E N with t E [0, oo), Theorem 1 remains valid for

any supercritical positively regular p-type Markov branching process.

Proof. It is clear that the proof for X2 = p, more precisely the way to

bound Zt • a when t(i — 1) < t < /(/), works equally well in continuous time.

A similar argument yields lim, < 1 when X < p (which is, of course, the only

problem since lim, >lim„ = 1): Since Ms is one-one for any s and

{Aff_1a}0<J<6 is relatively compact, we get

r- Z, • a       —                      Z,-a    C„s
hm   'r     = hm        sup -p-—

'        C/ "     (n-l)5</<*5      C«S Ci

<îîm"f  sup    ZnS-M-la/CnSps/2)<   sup   o(M-la)/a(a)ps/2.
n      v0<j<5 '       0<i<5

As 8 i 0, the r.h.s. tends to one.   D

Returning to discrete time, we state some results for infinite variance, more

precisely in terms of the condition

(4.1) E'\ZX • afß < oo,       i - 1.p with \ < ß < 1.

Except for special cases, (4.1) is, of course, equivalent to the condition that the

(l//3)th offspring moment be finite.

Theorem 3. Suppose Ma = p„a with pv, a real and p2 < p. Then (4.1) is
equivalent to Z„ • a = o(pnß).
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Theorem 4. Suppose Ma = p„a with pv, a real and p < p2 < p2 and let

a = log|oj/logp. Then (4.1) is equivalent to: (i) Zn- a = o(pnß) if ß > a, pv

¥= p; (ii) the existence of W* = limnp~"Zn - a if ß = a, p„ ¥= p; (iii) Z„ • a

- p; W* = ofj)"^) i/j8 < a. Furthermore, if0<a2 = v- Var* IF* < oo, /«en

o« {IT > 0},

(42)   m*—<w    u „ v-f »*     ,,
"   (2a2Z„ • wlog«)1/2 »   (2a2Z„ • «log«)172

The proofs of Theorem 3 and (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 4 are in the spirit of

the author's paper [1] and the proof of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund law of

large numbers as given in Neveu [16, pp. 152-155]. Some modifications are

needed, but we omit the details. Part (ii) of Theorem 4 was noted at least

implicitly by Kesten and Stigum [12]. If pv — p, W* = W, (4.2) may be seen

as the multitype analogue of a result of Hey de ([10]; also see Hey de and Leslie

[11] and Leslie [13]). (4.2) is also similar in form to iterated logarithm laws for

tail sums of independent r.v. (see Barbour [7] and Chow and Teicher [8]). We

give the

Proof of (4.2). Define a2 = v • Var'p~rZr • a,

Zn-a-pnvW* p;rZn+r-a-Zn-a

"      (2o2Zn-ulognf2'   Pn'r~    (2a2Z„.«log«)1/2,

/    prZn-u\ogn    \'/2

v Vz„+r-«iog(« + r); •

From Proposition  1 with  Y= W* — Z0 • a, limn \an | < 1 and, similarly,

limnj8nr = -1. Now write

m (pr/2/P>n+r      °rr,

Letting « -» oo yields liman > -p lprv + oja. As r t oo, it follows that

ïima„ > -0 + 1.   D

(4.2) leads naturally to ask for the general behavior of the remainder term

£„ = Zn-a- Xnn~*-xHn in (1.6). Let

ax = 2(a) u*j[a]u„j,   a2 = a - ax,   8n = Zn-ax- XV'^H^

where 2 extend over the v, j such that \pv\ = X,j = y. Then en = Sn

+ Zn- a2 and one can prove that 8n obeys the law of the iterated logarithm

with normalizing constants Cn = (2a2Zn • u n2"a'2logn)' .
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Comparing Cn to the magnitude of Zn- a2, it follows that the behavior of en

is that of Z„ • a2 if either X(a2)2 > p, in which case we have a limit theorem

of type (1.6), or if X(a2) = p, y(a2) > y(a), where we get an iterated

logarithm law with normalizing constants (2o2Zn-u n2y(a2)~x log log n)x/2.

Otherwise e„ behaves like Sn and we get an iterated logarithm law with

normalizing constants Cn.

Finally, we would like to mention that all probabilistic considerations of the

present paper carry over essentially unchanged to more general processes like

branching diffusions; see, e.g., Asmussen and Hering [2], Some problems come

up, however, in the algebra; e.g., in some of the proofs we have expanded in

a finite set of basis vectors and also the whole question of the existence and

properties of a suitable Jordan canonical form is more involved. For a simple

example of the spectral properties of branching diffusions, we refer to [2], and

for a more comprehensive treatment, to Hering [9].
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